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And a trait-based writing guide at the beginning of the book makes it easy to see exactly which skills are being
developed. From main ideas and topic sentences, to figurative language and descriptive details, this book is
filled with activities that help your students develop strong writing skills. There's even a paragraph skills
checklist to help track student progress. Use Write a Super Sentence with your class today! You'll love Write a
Super Sentence because it: supports 6-Trait writing. Multiple activities in fun formats provide independent
practice to support your students' varied abilities. Activities are designed to build skills in each trait -- ideas,
organization, word choice, sentence fluency, voice, and conventions. Activities are designed to build skills in
each trait -- voice, organization, word choice, conventions, ideas, and sentence fluency. And a trait-based
writing guide at the beginning of the book makes it easy to see exactly which skills are being developed.
Step-by-step directions guide students through the process of writing who, what, where, and when words and
phrases. Motivating topics and delightful illustrations make writing fun! Page Count: EAN: Guide your
students through the process of writing with scaffolded practice that's as engaging as it is educational! They
can piece together the words and phrases from the brainstorming activity, or come up with words and phrases
of their own. Step 2: Oral Sentences As students add more details to their sentences, they practice reading their
new super sentences aloud. Help your students strengthen their sentence-writing skills. Motivating topics and
delightful illustrations make writing fun! The Super Sentence writing center includes: sentence wheels
sentences-in-a-bag practice worksheets Give your students the practice they need to become strong writers!
This resource contains teacher support pages, reproducible student pages, and an answer key. Use Writing
Fabulous Sentences and Paragraphs with your class today! Give your students the practice they need to
become strong writers! Help students progress from writing single sentences to multiple paragraphs! While
trying out different combinations of descriptive words and phrases, students become actively involved in the
writing process and gain a better understanding of the parts of a sentence. Writing forms with fun illustrations
motivate students to form super sentences. From topic sentences and supporting details to using an outline or
web diagram -- it's all covered. Students tap into their creative side in order to brainstorm articles, adjectives,
nouns, adverbs, and verbs that make their sentences shine. Organizing Information into Paragraphs: Students
practice organizing sentences within paragraphs and paragraphs within reports while using webs, notetakers,
and outlines. Step 3: Sentence Writing Now that they're full of ideas, students can begin to write their own
sentences.


